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AVAILABLE FOR:
Modeling
Acting
Brand promotion
Music production
Content creation

@dionysosel

www.stardiskjapan.com

https://www.stardiskjapan.com/

imastar@stardiskjapan.com

Model Founder & C.E.O of Stardisk Studios

Height    
179cm

Weight 70kg

Bust      99cm

Waist     88cm

Hip          99cm

Shoe 29cm
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 DIONYSOS EL
 Model / C.E.O / Branding Strategist / Content Creator /Musician

ABOUT DIONYSOS EL
Born in Modesto, California, Dionysos grew up moving back and forth between California 
and Georgia. He attended Kent State University in Ohio, where he studied Cultural 
Anthropology. His interest in other cultures, led him to create an international  club in the 
university.
After graduating, he moved to Japan where he has been living for the past 18 years. His 
professional experience includes teaching English, producing music, modeling, and 
corporate management.
As a model he developed an interest in being on the other side of the camera, as a content 
creator and connector for brands. 

He started his company, Stardisk Studios, in October of 2015 and now works as both model 
and CEO. 

MODELING PHOTOS

BOOKED BRANDS
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By increasing the quality, presentation and diversity of the 
Stars we support, we can provide clients, companies, and 
businesses a higher quality of marketing exposure 
throughout various channels in Tokyo.

I started Stardisk Studios because I 
saw that the system of providing all 
the talented and creative people, 
the “Stars”, with opportunities could 
be improved, which would help 
businesses to market with greater 
efficiency.
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DIONYSOS EL
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ABOUT STARDISK STUDIOS

Based in the Tokyo area of Japan, Stardisk is a PR Agency that provides 
high-quality photography, imaging, film, music, cinematography, colour-grading, 
and models to promote your brand identity.

Our cosmopolitan team uses high-quality equipment and creative expertise to 
improve our talents (stars) and clients’ brand image.
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